
meant to be fun and promote socializing
among friends and family,” he said. “We
looked at the carnival, a place where every
adult has memories playing games with
their family as a kid, and where parents

T he game pros at Innovative
Concepts in Entertainment (ICE)
have always shown a strong dedi-

cation to creating top performing games.
That remains true in this current era,
although today that determination has
brought the factory full circle back to their
strong tradition of crafting skill-based
redemption games.

In fact, ICE has been on a hot streak
with skill redemption games designed to
breathe a new level of excitement and
family competition into redemption and
amusement center game rooms.

After noticing locations were showing
declining revenues in their “skill wall” (tra-
ditionally ball toss games) genre of games,
ICE made a decision to develop a series of
carnival-themed pieces that incorporate
nostalgic touches, while at the same time
modernizing them with the ICE touch.

ICE VP of Sales Joe Coppola said they
realized the need for new skill wall games
after visiting many locations around the
world. “There is no doubt that locations
will always want some alley rollers like
our new ICEBall FX or its predecessor,
ICEBall, along with sports games, water-
style games, and such, but we wanted to
take this area to a new level by incorporat-
ing these new carnival style games,” he
explained. “It’s interesting some compa-
nies have tried to copy this concept, but
using video type gameplay. The beauty of
the skill wall is that it’s pure skill and the
player, not the video, controls the out-
come. Games like Milk Jug Toss and
Down the Clown are mechanical and repli-
cate the real true carnival experience.
Video simply cannot give the players that
same experience. The physical nature of
our carnival series is one of the real key
elements to this concept.”

A Skill Game Legacy
Drew Krouse, who heads Research and

Development at the Buffalo-based manu-
facturer, echoed Coppola’s analysis of the
success of skill wall games. “Games are

Innovative Concepts in Entertainment Focuses on Skill Game Development

now share those same moments with their
kids. You play for the big prize, but really
were always playing because it’s fun. You
believe you can win. We wanted to repli-
cate that.

cover story

The newly designed safety glass on IceBall FX is one of 50 improvements on the redesigned
game. Alley rollers have long factored into FEC skill walls, but the factory has gone beyond, creat-
ing other games to breathe new life and excitement into game rooms world wide.

Harpoon Lagoon, one of ICE’s top rated games, ready to ship out of the factory. 



“So many of today’s games are about 
the individual, not group play,” Krouse 
con-tinued. “We set out to create an area 
for a FEC that will see families, friends, 
andcouples alike, all enjoying. We feel oblig-
ated to make games that create memories.
We always set out to create a product that
is a good, stable earner, and that an opera-
tor tries to keep in his game room for 10-
plus years.”

The resurgence of the traditional elec-
tro-mechanical skill games doesn’t sur-
prise factory founder Ralph Coppola.
“Close to 20 years ago Cyclone stormed
into locations by combining hand-eye
coordination with bright moving lights,”
he noted. “It was a phenomenon never
before seen in our industry. That brilliant
combination really transformed the amuse-
ment marketplace while placing Cyclone
into the record books as one of the top sell-
ing redemption games of all time. The
recent release of our Carnival Series can
be attributed to our commitment to pro-
ducing quality, family-oriented, skill based

games that are timeless, like Cyclone.
“Today, on any visit to a family enter-

tainment center one could look around the
game room and probably will see 10 - 15
different games that in some way utilized
the successful attributes of Cyclone and in
some way replicate some of the successful
elements and game features of Cyclone,”
he furthered. “It was that kind of game and
it had that kind of impact. So much so that
even 20 years later Cyclone is still being
produced and still generating revenues in
FECs worldwide.”

Calculated Growth 
The experience and success with

Cyclone thrust ICE onto the redemption
scene back in the early 1990s, but the cal-
culated steps afterwards (and a little bit of
luck) cemented the factory as a global
leader in the manufacturing of skill based
redemption and amusement games. The
1990s saw the amusement industry and
arcade business going through a revolution

with the arcade boom and with redemption
really just starting to take off as a concept
in many markets globally. 

ICE execs say the company took a
mindful and deliberate approach with their
expansion while gradually ensuring they
gained traction and notoriety in the emerg-
ing markets. ICE was one of the first fac-
tories to travel extensively to Asia and the
Middle East back in the 1990s, and the
company saw these two great emerging
markets for the redemption concept really
take off for redemption games. At the
same time ICE was also focused on
aggressively marketing the concept of
redemption as well as its own games in
Latin America and throughout Europe.

This strategy allowed ICE to build an
infrastructure that enabled them to react
and adapt to customers vast needs, while
keeping their finger on the pulse as the
amusement climate rapidly evolved. ICE
saw a demand in the growing crane market
and set out to develop high-quality skill
cranes. By the late 1990s, ICE became a
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Monopoly games in the Quality Control area of the ICE factory, wait-
ing to ship out to customers. 

Like all ICE games, Whack N Win goes through extensive quality
control analysis and testing prior to shipping.

Quality craftsmanship can be seen with all of ICE’s games includ-
ing the latest Down the Clown games off the production line. 

The factory’s Jack Pericak from the Quality Control department,
inspecting the new ICEBall FX.



Frankie’s Fun Park in Greenville, S.C. –– one of the
premier FEC’s in the U.S. –– showing off the Harpoon
Lagoon with Deluxe Marquee.

Kimball Farms (Westford, Mass.) uses ICE’s many ball toss games to create a skill wall.

Right, Arcade
City in Pigeon

Ford, Tenn.,
showcases ICE’s
NBA Hoops with

2 Minute Drill.

Frankie’s Fun Park in Columbia, S.C., showing all of the
newest ICE games.

ICE’s Harpoon Lagoon and
Milk Jug Toss, just two of the
many attractions offered at
Fun Warehouse in Myrtle
Beach, S.C.

Left, how many
ICE games can
you identify at the
Revolutions
FEC in Syracuse,
N.Y.?

IceBall and Milk Jug Toss in Fun
Factory’s newest location in Oahu. The
facility just opened in December 2013.

FECs Embrace ICE Games



leading maker of skill cranes. 
“Interestingly, we are now once again

seeing a re-emergence of the skill crane,”
said Ralph Coppola. “It’s again becoming
the merchandiser of choice amongst many
large operators not just in the U.S., but
Europe, Canada and Mexico as well. That
being said skill cranes will always be an
important staple product that ICE offers to
complement the skill redemption games
we produce.”

Diversification In A
Global Market

In continuing to evolve, grow and
diversify, ICE sought out another signifi-
cant partnership 20 years ago with
Cromptons Leisure Machines. At that time

Cromptons was an influential global coin
pusher factory, building their product in
England but marketing the games world-
wide. ICE became the exclusive distribu-
tor for North and South America and start-
ed a great run of coin pushers that once
again incorporated the very important ele-
ment of skill, by way of a skill stop button
or a skill slide. 

These skill features could be found on
such popular titles as Disco Fever, Soccer
Shot, Slam Jam or Wheel of Fortune, just
to name a few. As the demand for a quali-
ty skill pusher increased, so too did ICE’s
interest in making this another staple prod-
uct within its range, to complement their
lineup of sports games, redemption games
and skill cranes.

As a testament to their 30-year friend-

ship with the Crompton family, ICE
recently partnered with Gordon Crompton
and Ben Wilson from Game Concepts on
Whack N Win, which began shipping last
month. 

“Gordon and Ben have been great part-
ners and even better friends over the
years,” said Ralph Coppola. “Working
with them on Whack N Win allowed us to
draw on about 100 years of game develop-
ing experience collectively. That vast
experience and expertise clearly shows, as
Whack N Win was the talk of the industry
at November’s IAAPA and the recent
Amusement Expo in Las Vegas.” 

ICE was quick to point out that they
already have a few hundred Whack N Win
games on back order and the list is quickly
growing.

Diversification has played out well for
ICE over the past three decades. The suc-
cess of this strategy is easy to see at the
company’s production facility situated in
Clarence, N.Y., just outside of Buffalo. On
any given week, ICE will be manufactur-
ing 15 to 20 different product lines, and on
each of those lines anywhere from 5
games to 30 games per day are produced
depending on orders and demand. 

The depth of the ICE product range is
also unique and has proven to be a major
selling point for the company. Being able
to offer a new or existing FEC over 20 dif-
ferent games or attractions, all from one
factory, is a value largely unique to ICE. 

“Our production and purchasing teams
are without any doubt the best in the
industry,” said Ralph Coppola. “Their
level of commitment and their passion for
building quality product is unparalleled.
We have been fortunate to visit some other

Doodle Jump is a licensed collaboration between ICE and Raw Thrills. The crane business is still very strong for ICE.
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Three decades later, Super Chexx remains as popular as ever for ICE, which has signed a
licensing deal with the NHL that allows customers to customize their games.

 



ICE Games Around the World

An impressive looking skill wall at the Circus Park in San Luis Potosi,
Mexico.

Left, another
bank of Deal or
No Deal
games at the
Mr. Infuntables
indoor amuse-
ment park,
located at the
Gateway Mall
in Durbin,
South
Africa. 

A Happylon location at the new New Mega Mall in Almaty, Kazakhstan.
The operator of this location is also known for their park ride attractions.

Families enjoy a collection of ICE redemption games at Igroland in Kiev,
Ukraine, a city on many people’s minds these days. 

ICE video redemption pieces including Milk
Jug Toss with the deluxe marquee at the
Peter Piper in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Left and above, Fun City at the Safeer
Mall in Sharjah, UAE, offers an excit-
ing mix of ICE games, including custom
made cranes with Arabic instructions.

Magic Planet, a premium big box FEC operator, in the Mall of the
Emirates in Dubai, UAE, utilizing a bank of Deal or No Deal games.



factories globally. There is no doubt our
industry has some quality manufacturing
plants, and we have some great competitors.
But from what we have seen and heard
from customers nothing quite compares to
what our people do at ICE. 

“One of the main components that
allows us to be so reactive to orders, to be
able to build so many product lines at once,
is that we control almost all of the key
aspects of the build process internally at
ICE,” he explained. “Our wood shop is one
of highest volume shops in western New
York. We produce most of the harnessing
and circuit boards internally at ICE. Our
metal shop is literally right next door to us
within the same building. In one respect it’s
fantastic to control so much internally, but
no doubt it’s an incredible challenge for our
people, and they have really done a remark-
able job in managing the process and
responding to our sales and customer
needs.”

In addition to focusing on sports games
and skill redemption games, cranes and
coin pushers, ICE has been a leading force
in pursuing licensing of worldwide brands
for coin-op games. This strategic licensing
has proven to be another key element in
ICE’s growth. Over the years, ICE has
secured licenses for all major sports brands,
including the NBA, NFL and NHL. And
the factory’s licensing strategy has evolved
from the early days of games like Hungry,
Hungry, Hippo to more recent successes
like Wheel of Fortune, Deal or No Deal,
Doodle Jump and Monopoly.

“The global nature of our business today
demands that the licenses we seek out have
universal appeal and there is no doubt that
games like Deal or No Deal, Doodle Jump
and Monopoly are living proof of the power
of strong worldwide licenses,” concluded
the factory founder. “These coin op titles
from ICE can be found in countries ranging
from South Africa to Turkey, Chile, Dubai,
Qatar, and Mexico just to name a few.
Again, we reach over 70 countries globally
today and it’s awesome to see what is popu-
lar and works in the U.S., is also popular
and appealing in Australia and Azerbaijan
as well.”

As ICE forges ahead, company leaders
say they will continue to focus on develop-
ing top skill redemption games, providing
timeless family entertainment attractions
and partnering with strong global leaders,
whether it’s through licensing or develop-
ment. It’s a formula that they believe will
bring yet another three decades of amuse-
ment success. 
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ICE logos in full effect at the Buffalo Sabres arena on the Jumbotron.

The original ICE game Super Chexx still provides excitement 30 years later.

ICE recently sponsored a Buffalo Sabres game, raising over $10,000 for a children’s charity.
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